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The Employee Onboarding Process is

Changing
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The way new employees are onboarded is changing. Currently, employers ask new

employees to provide a Tax File Number Declaration form, a Super Choice form,

and also other personal information required in order to set them up in the payroll

system.

While this process is fairly straightforward, often employers �nd themselves

chasing new employees for the data and at times, needing to con�rm details that

may or may not be correct (usually not correct in my experience!). This process can

therefore be very time-consuming and tedious for employers and the room for

error is very high. It is also not a great deal of fun for new employees either!

Enter the "New Employment Form".

This is an all-in-one onboarding form that new employees access from their myGov

accounts. The form will provide both the ATO and the employer with all of the

information required to set up new employees.

Importantly, this form will replace several forms. These include the Tax File

Number Declaration, the Super Choice form, the Variation to Tax Withholding form,

the Variation to Medicare Levy, etc. Employees can also use it to update their tax

circumstances, for example, if:

their residency status has changed

they no longer have a government study and training loan

they are claiming the tax-free threshold from a di�erent employer.



ATO Has
Recommenced Tax &
Super Debt
Collection
Activities…
During the past 2 years of

the COVID-19 pandemic,

the ATO deliberately

halted tax and super debt

collection in order to assist

businesses and taxpayers

a�ected by the pandemic’s

consequences. But now

they are back on the

bandwagon. Debt

Can I Claim the GST
on That?
This is a list of common

business purchases and

whether or not each one

includes GST or not.

Bookmark it now to make

your bookkeeping and BAS

prep easier!

This change to employee onboarding will reduce the administrative burden for

employers and increase process e�ciencies. It will also reduce data recording

errors which are very common when obtaining personal details from new sta�

members.

How the process works

Firstly, the employer needs to provide his ABN to the new employees.

To access the new form, employees will require a myGov account linked to the

ATO. Once signed in they will:

access ATO online services

go to the ‘Employment’ menu

select ‘New employment’ and

complete the form then0

submit the form

After submitting the form, the details will be sent straight to the ATO removing the

requirement for employers to send completed TFN Decs separately. It's important

to note that the changes to Single Touch Payroll Phase 2 have also made this

possible.

Once the form is submitted, the employee will print the form and give it to the

employer who will use the information to set up the employee in the payroll

system.

It 's important to note that the downloadable version of the TFN declaration form

will be removed by the end of this year. The ATO is therefore requiring new

employees to be onboarded using the new above process going forward. This is a

new process that both employers and employees need to understand and adopt. It

has bene�ts in terms of e�ciency and data security and in my opinion, is the way

forward. 
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collection has

recommenced!

Which Income Type
do you Choose for
Closely Held Payees?
A CHP may have either an

income type of SAW or

CHP, depending on the

entity’s situation. So how

do you know when to

choose one over the other?

Below is my explanation of

this issue.

How To Apply For A
Director ID Without A
MyGovID Account
Learn how to apply for a

Director ID number the

old-school way! Don't

forget you have until

November 30 2022 to

obtain an ID.
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